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Avery Dennison
Interior Design Collection
®

Squid® Window Textile
Avery Dennison presents the Interior
Design Collection - bringing design
flexibility to even the most ambitious
indoor applications. The collection offers
a wide choice of printing media for walls
and windows, all with rapid application and
reliable print performance.
As part of the Interior Design Collection,
Squid ® Window Textile expands your design
options for interior windows which enables
you to see out, but largely restricts people
outside from being able to look in during the
day. The fabric has a natural and elegant
character which allows to upgrade a room by
dressing up the windows or glass partitions
in a minimal and stylish way.

The unique texture of Squid ® offers a
beautiful, natural feel and is available in six
different trendy colour options: Chalk, Bone,
Oak, Ash, Rock and Coal.
Squid can be printed with a variety of
printing techniques, giving designers new
commercial and marketing opportunities to
explore. Its versatility and easy application
are a perfect match with interior design and
architecture markets, bringing new fresh
looks into homes, offices and public spaces.
This revolutionary material is moisture- and
solar resistant,allowing it to be used in a
variety of applications. Squid ® is easy to
install, easy to maintain and can be removed
in one smooth motion, offering a durability
of up to 5 years. Squid ® is also available in
an opaque version, in which a tightly woven
textile finish provides full privacy while
allowing light to shine through.
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KEY FEATURES
- PVC free - 100% woven polyester textile
- Privacy protection: see through from the
inside, privacy from the outside
- Moisture- and solar-resistance
- Solar protection keeps up to 1/3 of the
heat outside
- Easy to apply, maintain and remove

- P
 rintable across all main digital platforms:
UV, eco/mild solvent, & latex*
- Six trendy different colours: Chalk, Bone,
Oak, Ash, Rock and Coal
*	Only applicable for: Squid Chalk - Latex and
Squid Opaque
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KEY BENEFITS
- Interior window decoration
- Elegant indoor visual communication
- Glass partitions and doors
- Solar protection
- Windows with odd shapes, XL windows or
small windows
- Suits in any architectural and interior style

Product table
Product Name Material Finish

Caliper

Squid

Textile

Textured

Squid Latex

Textile

Textured

Squid Opaque Textile

Textured

Opacity

Colours

Printability

Sizes (m)

300 µm Semi-transparent* Chalk, Bone, Oak, Rock, Coal, Ash

UV, (eco-) solvent

1.37 x 25 / 1.37 x 50

300 µm Semi-transparent

Chalk

UV, (eco-) solvent, latex

1.37 x 25

300 µm Opaque

Chalk, Bone, Oak, Rock, Coal, Ash

UV, (eco-) solvent, latex

1.37 x 25

* Color dependent

Squid Opaque

Chalk

Squid Oak and Squid Oak Opaque

Bone

Oak

Ash

Rock
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